STOCK PICKS OF THE MONTH

Stock market shock
The late-summer gains of the stock market
have been easily erased in October . The
main index SOFIX fell 8.4% and diverged
from the other world indices. The decline was
domestic driven as negative news influenced
the market bias.
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The first hit on the confidence was the bankruptcy filing of infrastructure company
Moststroy. The news was a surprise for the
market as the company’s relations to the
much larger Holding Roads were anchor of
stability. Both companies were under huge
pressure and are the worst performing positions for this year . They are among our
stocks in focus due to the speculative interest of the market.
The impact of Moststroy’s bankruptcy on the
overall market was small. The changes that
took place in September had also some small
impact on SOFIX as prices of newly included
components lost their previous gains.
The pension reform
Much more important factor for the decline
was the discussion of the transfer of some
assets of pension funds to the government
social security system. The casus arise due
to the deficit in the professional pension
funds that have to pay for early retirements.
The first decision of the Government was for
the transfer of all individual accounts into the
social security system and thus creating
news fund. As the government-run social
security doesn’t have asset management the
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market expected sell-off of all stocks in the
professional pension funds. All liquid stocks
were under pressure for several sessions.
SOFIX steadily declined and among sellers
were domestic institutional investors and
speculators. The market did not posted sizable recovery after the final tuning of the
pension reform that left the assets under
management to funds. This shock is a temporarily factor but the recovery of prices can
only follow capital inflows from abroad or
demand from speculators. Both are scarce
today as investors’ confidence is very low.
The earning season
This year corporate earnings are aside of the
market’s attention. However , companies with
growth performed better than lagers and we
expect that stocks with price-to-earnings
ratios below 10 to post gains next year despite the negative market bias.
Banks had the attention of investors. Their
non-consolidated report showed stability in
most categories. Only Bulgarian American
Credit Bank went to loss due to the rising
impairment costs.
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All Bulgarian banks are maintaining good
level of liquidity and capital adequacy ratios.
The pressure on stocks prices was not due to
their reports or any concerns about the stability of the banking system.
The other components of SOFIX will announce their consolidated reports at the end
of November . We want to emphasize on the
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debt-to-equity ratios of the companies as
their bank loans are relatively low. This will
create positive environment for long-term
growth of profitability ratios as companies
will be able to finance their expansion
through debts. At the moment the graph is
indicative for the stability of SOFIX components. Moreover , the average debt-to-equity
ratio for the liquid positions is below 0.5.
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The graph shows the relation of both companies that are under similar control. Moststroy
stayed aside of the sell-off of Holding Roads
in September when the company announced
the controversy increase of capital of its subsidiaries that in fact is leading to lost control
of third of its assets.
The market perception changed when
Moststroy filled to bankruptcy in October .
Shares of Holding Roads also fell significantly
after the news. Both stocks are the worst
case on the stock exchange and have negative influence on domestic individual investors. However , they grabbed the attention of
speculators and had huge volatility.
Corporate Commercial Bank
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The bank is among the few that are trading
above the levels of September 2009.
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The only exceptions in SOFIX are Kaolin and
Eurohold Bulgaria. However , both companies
will decrease their debts this year due to the
sale of assets and will narrow the focus of
their activities.
Stocks in focus
Moststroy and Holding Roads
Both stocks are in free fall mode for one year
that erased 83% of the stock value of Holding Roads and 95% of Moststroy.

This is due to the very high profit margins
and the low level of NPLs. Corporate Commercial Bank distributed gross dividend of
BGN 5.00 per share this summer . The position was removed from SOFIX in September
but the impact on the stock price was low.
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